Appendix F: Parish Survey Report

Sacred Heart Parish Visioning Survey
During October – December 2015 Sacred Heart parishioners completed to aid the parish in developing a
long range vision. One hundred thirty-six surveys were completed. Eighty-two were completed “as
individuals”. Fifty-four were completed as “a household” representing 145 people over the age of 16.
The 136 completed surveys represented 217 people (82 as individuals plus 135 in households).
This is a report on the results of the survey.
Thank you to all the Sacred Heart parishioners who completed the survey. The Visioning Committee
especially appreciates how much time people committed to including written comments as part of their
survey responses. The survey responses included 523 written comments.
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Key Findings
 Overall survey respondents were very positive about the Sacred Heart parish liturgy, programs,
and community.
o 83% agreed with the statement The liturgy at Sacred Heart is meaningful in deepening
my faith.
 Based on numerous comments, the parish is considered a good steward of its resources
 Most of the more negative ratings about Sacred Heart were aimed at facilities, with specific
suggestions to
o Remodel or build a new activity building
o Demolish the old office building
o Improve weekend parking
o Improve the church’s sound system
 Parishioners surveyed saw a need for more social events
o In general
o Specific to opportunities to socialize with the parish’s various ethnic communities.
 Based on comments, parishioners know this is not easy, but the parish should
keep trying to have cross-cultural events.
 Regarding religious education, the most mentioned need was small group/adult faith formation
 The survey results indicated opportunities for improved communications especially related to:
o Parish deliberations and decisions
o Parish finances
o Promotion of upcoming programs, events, etc
o Role of the Sacred Heart Catholic Community Foundation
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Summary of Findings from Survey Comments
Parishioner comments included high marks for most questions in the survey, indicating a high level of
support and appreciation for the parish, its worship and liturgy, and the programs of the parish. Below
are themes that received multiple comments, either positive or negative, on the survey:
 Worship and Liturgy
o Parishioners appreciate the traditional liturgy
o Parishioners appreciate the homilies
o Parishioners appreciate the music and the choir
 The Parish in General
o Sacred Heart is a good steward of its resources
o Parishioners are welcoming and create a sense of community
o Communication about parish decisions and finances could be improved
o Some parishioners aren’t clear on the function of the Sacred Heart Foundation
o Parishioners appreciate what volunteers do for the parish
 Social Concerns
o Parishioners appreciate and support the social concerns/outreach activities of the parish
such as English tutoring, Room at the Inn, and Breakfast Cafe
o More socializing opportunities for parishioners would be desirable, including activities
that would bring the different cultures of the parish together
 Faith Formation
o Parishioners would like to see more adult faith formation opportunities such as small
faith groups, Bible study, parish missions, Lenten classes, and book clubs
 Parish Facilities
o The church itself is beautiful and contributes to a sense of sacredness
o The sound system in church needs improvement
o Parking is limited and difficult
o The remodeled rectory and office serve the parish well
o The Activity Building (including the kitchen) should be remodeled
o The old office should be torn down
o The Education Building could be remodeled and its uses expanded
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Opinions of Sacred Heart Parish
Chart 1 of 2
Please give your opinion of Sacred Heart Parish, 1 of 2

There are ample opportunities to share time,
talent, and treasure at Sacred Heart.

3.67

The Parish finances are adequately
communicated to the parish.

3.16

The work of the Parish Pastoral Council is
adequately communicated to the parish.

2.97

The Parish Pastoral Council is responsive to the
parish.

3.43

The Parish Pastoral Council is representative of
the parish.

3.42

There is adequate staff to serve the needs of the
parish.

3.18

Parishioners and parish staff work well together to
accomplish parish goals.

3.56

The purpose, goals, and activities of the parish are
effectively communicated by clergy and staff.

3.43

I am confident of my knowledge of Church
teaching and doctrine.

3.38

Sufficient programs and resources are provided
for adult religious education.

3.11

The parish provides effective religious formation
for teenagers.

3.13

The parish provides effective religious formation
for youth (K through 8)

3.64

Sacred Heart encourages and assists a life of
prayer and continued growth in faith.
0.00

3.71
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

1= Disagree 2 = Somewhat Disagree 3 = Somewhat Agree 4 = Agree
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Comments
1
2

The parish staff does an excellent job.
"Somewhat" is vague & not adequate description I think a better term would be "incomplete" or
"could be improved"

3

Great bulletin!

4

I think we get very little information about parish finances. We do see a monthly statement in the
bulletin as to what is collected, but that is it. On a general basis, what do our monthly bills amount
to. Do we collect enough to cover these and have some set aside for emergencies? Or are we
barely collecting enough to cover monthly bills? Where do we stand on this?

5

Parish finance should be more transparent and communicated in a more understandable format. It
is my observation that most parishioners do not know how the church is doing financially and are
very detached from understanding about the financial health of the organization. The financial
report that is provided to the parish reflects an attitude that parishioners don't need to know or don't
care to know how resources are managed. Financial management of church resources need to be
scrutinized by more people.

6

Power is vested far too long in the same people, over and over. No opening for new blood and new
ideas. Not much real leadership among parishioners. Vision, what's that? People never think
outside the box--attached to their own ideas of how things must be done. People do not want to be
bothered to stretch and change and grow as a united parish that distinguishes itself by how it
welcomes all regardless of color, race, and economic standing. Lots of lovely folks in the parish, just
too complacent with the status quo--a dying breed.
There is nothing outside of Mass to encourage a deeper prayer life or growth in faith. Parish goals
are not defined, and therefore not communicated well by clergy and staff. Parishioners and staff do
work well together even though goals are undefined. There is no religious formation for teens. I
would not consider LifeTeen religious formation.
Parish Council info to parish is improving. A parish financial picture is lacking all around, yearly in
the statement, and weekly in where we stand for the month. The yearly statement needs to be
more extensive with income sources and all expenses itemized more specifically--not lumped
together so that one cannot see where the money is going. It needs to be transparent. None of this
"net assets" business at the end of the statement. That does not mean anything! If it is in checking,
say so. If it is in savings, designate a savings account so we can see what is in it and if it was used
or not. If so, specify what it was used for.
We need a good program to address the "treasure" each year. Seems we always target time and
talent and forget treasure. We need a pledge card to designate a yearly gift. This surely would help
the finance committee at budget time. Can't imagine trying to budget without knowing what is
coming in!!!
Also, when trying to encourage the stranglers to give to the Bishop's Annual Appeal, try passing the
basket and asking for five dollars from those who did not give and those who gave, in essence from
each person or family in church so everyone gives and the goal is met. Emphasize that if we do not
make the goal, it is taken out of our general fund. If we go over, funds are returned for the parish to
use. Continually thanking those who gave in the bulletin is redundant. Target those who did not
give and encourage all to participate.
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5

8

People need to be tapped immediately upon joining the parish or completing the Time & Talent
sheets to help around the parish rather than waiting for them to volunteer. We need staff to oversee
each area of the Parish Council (i.e. education, social concerns, etc.). Volunteers have many work
and family obligations which can limit their ability to take an active role in leading critical areas of
parish life.

9

Through the bulletin and Heart of the Matter, information about the church, church activities,
doctrines and education is available to whomever wishes to keep up to date and continue to grow in
their faith. I really appreciate the work of those who contribute to and produce Heart of the Matter.

10

So glad to have a parish council again and to be informed of meeting discussions and outcome.
While I may not agree with everything they decide, I appreciate feeling the parish has a voice. I do
not appreciate being told we should just "trust" our priest to make all the decisions. It is so great to
have a parish priest again.

11

None
I somewhat disagree with the question about time/talent. I have routinely filled out my Time &
Talent - but have never gotten any feedback. but I did not push it either.

12

How the PC works is a mystery to me.

13

Confirmation classes are less than inspirational for teenagers.

14

Any issues I have seen at Sacred Heart have most often boiled down to lack of communication.
There needs to be a streamlined, efficient, and timely process for communicating information across
all mediums. Right now, I don't see this happening on a regular basis.

15

support a middle school next to Tolton High School

16

Fix the sound system, it bis still terrible no mater where you sit in Church at Mass.

17

I am not able to answer well because I have only been attending Mass here for a short timeIt

18

I would like to hear in the homily more information on how to pray, go to confession and avoid the
devil. I think this should be repeated throughout the year.

19

I would appreciate more adult religious study opportunities within our parish community

20

The rich diversity of the parish makes adult faith formation more difficult to organize. However,
bringing the diverse groupes together in some facilitated way would greatly enrich everyone who
participated.

21

Ways to get families more involved in their children's religious development. Is there evidence that
families truly believe they are their child's first teachers of the Faith? Are ways being offered for
families to grow in faith?

22

My answer regarding teen teaching is more related to there are not many teens at Scared Heart so
it is difficult to meet the needs of so few. I do like how they combine with the Newman center for the
teen activities as this gives the teens the college age kids to look to for guidence and discuss things
that they may not want to discuss with parents.

23

As new members of the Parish we were unable to answer all the questions.

24

More adult faith formation is necessary beyond what is received at Mass.

6

As a four-year parishioner, I really am unaware if there is adequate staff to meet the needs of the
parish...it seems our parish really tries to meet the needs with a youth person, nursery,etc
25

I want to think that if any more needs were identified, the parish would be willing to obtain staff to
meet them.

26

I question how effective Time and Talent sheets are when completed.

27

Not sure what the Parish Pastoral Council is???

28

Despite the time and talent surveys, I have a difficult time determining where I can best fit in to
volunteer with the parish, on a planning or related committee.
We used to have Parish Assemblies but I don't think we have done that in a long while.

29
30

I really don't know much about the Parish Pastoral Council

31

Parishioners of color (PoC) still feel like an oddity at Mass. Moreover, PoC are not seen in a
strength-based way. We are seen as need help, direction, and guidance more than non-PoC.
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Chart 2 of 2
Please give your opinion of Sacred Heart Parish, 2 of 2

The parish's Time & Talent program is effective.

3.44

The are ample opportunities for parishioners to
participate in various liturgical ministries, e.g.,
communion ministers, choir, hospitality ministers,
alter servers, lector, director of worship.

3.85

There are sufficient opportunities to participate in
the sacrament of Reconciliation.

3.61

Fellow parishioners and ministers maintain an
appropriate sense of reverence before and after
Mass.

3.59

Fellow parishioners and ministers maintain an
appropriate sense of reverence during Mass.

3.79

At Mass, fellow parishioners are welcoming and
add to the sense of community.

3.70

The church environment and decorations enhance
the liturgy.

3.81

The Mass homilies help me understand scriptures
and how to live as a Catholic.

3.73

The music during Mass enhances the worship
experience.

3.75

The liturgy at Sacred Heart is meaningful in
deepening my faith.
0.00

3.80
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

1= Disagree 2 = Somewhat Disagree 3 = Somewhat Agree 4 = Agree

8

Comments

1

Wish we'd return to singing more of each hymn.
Deacon Bill's homilies are generally excellent. Nice mix of personal, interpretation of readings and
tying it to all our lives, maybe even things to work on -- a moral. Fr. Francis seems to care more
about visitors then the needs of his flock.

2

Great cantors, choir, & piano players.

3

Sacred Heart is excellent in this area. The liturgy was very influential in my change to Catholicism.

4

Environment: too cold sometimes and poor sound systems.

5

Sometimes, I think we all take the Mass for granted. We need help remembering that there is a
miracle happening at each Mass. What can we do to help silence and show respect, at least
during the Consecration?

6

It seems to be all or nothing with decorations. Is it possible to have some seasonal flowers, plants,
or symbols, during ordinary time to compliment the theme of the readings. Our music enhances
the liturgical experience, but does need some variety in tempo--some songs more upbeat--a mix of
traditional and some contemporary. I know we have a nursery now, but some parents still have
their little ones in church. They should be encouraged to take the kids out when they are noisy so
as not to interrupt others who want to listen to the readings, homily, or Mass. The church echoes
everything and parents need to be aware of the distraction this is, especially for those who have
difficulty hearing. We all went through this with our own kids and took them out. They should not be
embarrassed to just get up and leave. It seems it would be more embarrarring to sit there with a
crying, unhappy child.

7

Most parishioners are not particularly welcoming of others, unless they know them personally. The
staff is very welcoming.
I wish we could complete all the verses of the scripture based songs during Mass. The last stanza
of each song is generally the most important and is frequently not sung. Choose shorter songs ore
finish all stanza's.

8

Use the people who disern their area of service to the parish on their Time & Talent Sheet.

9

I recently experienced a few issues with the litergical ministry schedule being published late and
significant delays between availability requests and creation of the monthly schedule.

10

This church is always trying to get more parishioners involved in all areas -- the liturgy,
commissions, and program. It is hard to participate when you work and have family, but a lot of
people do just that.
Several times, I have noticed that people coming to participate in the sacrament of Reconciliation
on Saturdays do not always make it into the Reconciliation Room by the time Father Francis needs
to vest for Mass, even when they arrive as soon as the church doors are open.
The instrumental music played during communion before the 8:30 choir sings their anthem is
lovely, but could we return to letting the congregation sing the communion hymn instead? I find
singing the communion hymn is a wonderful way to enhance my reception of the Eucharist.

11

PLEASE return to using "Lord, hear our prayer" as the response to the Prayers of the Faithful. I
end up trying to remember the "response of the week" instead of focusing on the actual petitions.
It's a nice idea, but very distracting!

12

Parishioners can get as much out of their church experience as they are willing to put in, but they
must be willing to do the work, to participate.

13

I love the flute music!

9

14

The Time and Talent program can be much improved
and will enhance the parish highly.
When the music becomes too slow and long it overwhelms the mass. It should complement the
mass, but it not the main event.

15

A minor, scary, somber tone is not very uplifting.

16

The Choir is amazing. I enjoy hearing them sing every week.

17

Not sure what the last question is asking. Effective for participants, recipients?

18

We are parishioners at Sacred Heart because we love all aspects of the liturgy. As I mentioned in
the previous question, just better communication about liturgical minister trainings would be
appreciated. We missed the eucharistic minister training almost 2 years ago because we were out
of town and have yet to be contacted about additional trainings.

19

Have some at the back of church for new members to participate immediately & if a former
parishioner wants to become more involved.

20

Music frequently overpowers the cantor.

21

It's a bit loud before masses sometimes, and before reconciliation. Folks are friendly, but it is
sometimes challenging to contemplate at those times. I would particularly appreciate a quieter
atmosphere 30 minutes prior to reconciliation.

22

This is perhaps the very best work of this parish --- ministries are richly meaningful.

23

Is the children's liturgy effective or is it seen more as an "escape/playtime" by the children?

24

Regarding the statement that "The church environment and decorations enhance the liturgy", I
would like to comment how lovely of a church we have! I feel the church is timeless and classic in
its beauty and that really does add to the reverence of the Mass. I also love how our church is
embracing the "less is more" mentality. The Christmas Mass was absolutely perfectly done. I was
brought to tears with the visual reminder of the humble life and birth of our savior. It also
correlated to the message we are hearing coming down from our Pope. I also am so appreciative
we do not embrace technology to project hymns up on the wall instead we still use hymnals!

25

Deacon Bill's homilies are hard to pay attention to. It is not that he does not have anything good to
say; it is just that his delivery is to rehearsed and mundane.

26

Would like to see increase of traditional forms of music incorporated into the Mass, e.g., more use
of organ, chant, sacred choral music, etc. -- a "return to the sacred". Many recent improvements to
the sanctuary have enhanced our worship experience (paint, windows, floor) but some have also
added to special challenges such as sound quality. Greatly approve of visitor welcome by pastor
and use of hymn board to list liturgical melodies and readings. Would like to see practices of 1)
providing holy water font to children and 2) announcing before Mass the repeat of the Alleluia after
the Gospel (since many parishes don't do this) or eliminating the practice to avoid visitors
awkwardly sitting down too early.

27

Wow, how hard is it to please everyone.
The appropriate sense of reverence before Mass
is fine with me, less fine with my husband who I s
used to perfectly silent times before Mass.
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28

I love participating in the music during Mass except right after Communion when I like to
concentrate on praying.
Father Francis and Deacon Bill do a very good job of explaining the scriptures of the week in a way
us common folk can understand.
Sacred Heart is a wonderful Parish, full of very kind and caring Parishioners.

29

It appears when one completes and volunteers on Time and Talent sheets you may not be called.
We were here almost a year and never called for items we had volunteered for on Time and
Talent sheets,

30

Homilies could have more substance.

31

I like the music - at times it just seems to extragavent. Don't need all the hoopla.

32

If someone signs up for Time and Talent for the first time, it is important that someone from that
Commission makes contact with each person.
We are fortunate to have such great music ministries at Sacred Heart.

33

I think hospitality ministers often are busy talking to each other and not as focussed on being
welcoming and recognizing new faces as we perhaps should be. I also think we need to use more
than the same families for the offertory

34

I am new to the parish, and find it very disappointing that the tabernacle is in the closet, the little
dark room where all the extraordinary ministers of communion go after distributing communion.
The church is so small and is not a tourist attraction, so I think the tabernacle should be front and
center in the sanctuary. The statuary is unbalanced with only Mary there. I'd like to see the
Sacred Heart statue placed in the RH niche with the tabernacle back up front. The current
sanctuary looks very Protestant with the presider's chair in the center. It really should be to the
side with Jesus back in the center. For this I pray. We've survived the professional liturgists'
deconstruction of the '70's. Let us go forth.

35

The tempo of the music at 11 o'clock mass is way too slow and getting slower. Someone needs to
ask the organist to speed it up!
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Opinions of Effectiveness of Parish Programs
Please give your opinion "The following Sacred Heart programs are effective."

Heart of the Matter parish newspaper

3.69

Sunday Bulletin

3.65

Children's Liturgy at 8:30 am Mass

3.90

Parish Missions

3.13

Adult study/small faith groups

2.97

Life Teen

3.24

Angelitos de Dios (PSR in Spanish)

3.65

PSR (Parish School of Religion, K through 8)

3.68

RCIA (Right of Christian Initiation of Adults)
0.00

3.77
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

1= Disagree 2 = Somewhat Disagree 3 = Somewhat Agree 4 = Agree
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Comments
1

Appreciate the Heart of the Matter newspaper and Sunday bulletin and website.

2

Bulletin would benefit from having more than just announcements.

3

have more Parish missions

4

Heart of the Matter is very appreciated.
Don't really know much about PSR and Angelitos, but the fact they are available can only be a good
thing.

5
6
7
8

9

Many thanks to Mary Kay Head.
Put news of all three KofC Councils in Heart of the Matter. Then maybe some of fundraising could
be done together.
We would like to see opportunities for social activities and small group study with the college and
young adult ages
It would be really great to hear from the Pastor in the weekly bulletin. The Pastor could use this
bulletin to discuss scripture readings, provide insite, emphasize activities, discuss goals, and provide
spiritual motivation for the week. We need to get to know our spiritual leader. The weekly bulletin is
an excellent forum for communications to the parish.

11

Heart of the Matter is inconsistent with its articles and quality of reporting. Seems like the good
articles fade away too soon and the dribble never goes away. Perhaps every other month is enough.
Many topics could be addressed in a parish paper, but you need good writers. How come the pastor
never submits anything? Why not run a quick survey about the paper in the paper and folks could fill
it out and place in collection basket.
I will only comment on the bulletin in this section. Each week there are mistakes in the bulletin. Is it
proof read? Besides mistakes, the bulletin needs a major overhaul in format. Sometimes important
items are at the bottom and things that don't even apply to the parish are at the top. Check out how
articles are presented in other bulletins.

12

The adult study/small faith group in which I participated was extremely regimented by a diocesanwide program which did not allow flexibility. There must be a basic format, but more freedom to
express dissenting opinions or different ideas should be allowed as well.

10

14

When my children were teens, I did not feel the program for Religious Education was effective. I lost
one to a non-denominational church.
I am active in Diocesan Religious Education & nominally in Sacred Heart programs
I'm not sure if there is improvement in the teen program or not since my children are past that age. It
has been difficult to get teens involved at Sacred Heart in the past.
I'm not aware of very many adult study or small faith groups. I'm not sure if I just haven't been
paying attention to what is offered, or if that area has fallen off. I know from past attempts of
organizing adult programs that it is discouraging to put something together and have few attend. I am
interested in the Wednesday group that has started but it conflicts with choir rehearsal.

15

I was baptized as a baby and attended a Catholic elementary school but never married or had kids,
so I do not have an opinion of some of these programs.

13

16
17

The parish newspaper is WONDERFUL!!!
Unless you are willing to volunteer and help out with these item you shouldn't be so critical, and
asking if something is effective is a poor choice of words. There are many people who devote a lot
of time and effort in these programs and this question is insulting.

18

My children when through PSR and Life Teen. They did not like Life Teen. They told me that their
friends in other churches did a lot more fun stuff, like parties & trips, and were much more involved.

19

Teens would benefit from an apologetics class. Too much of teen religious instruction is either high
in emotion or a dry recitation of facts. Neither appeal to most in this age group.
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20
21
22

23
24
25

There used to be adult study/small faith groups which met for at least a couple of sessions during the
year. I enjoyed participating in them when they met during daytime hours.
I knew someone who wanted to see what the Catholic church was all about and came to one of the
RCIA sessions, but it seems that the program assumes you want to join the church. We could use
some sessions that are just informational.
Need advance and continuous notice (starting 3-4 weeks before) for adult study and parish missions.
Also, can't get there earlier than 7pm on a weeknight.
I would love to see small groups/bible studies as a central feature of parish life at Sacred Heart.
Small groups are where people are able to encounter and live out their faith in the world. Small
groups create community and accountability and become the backbone of parish life. Our Protestant
brothers and sisters have figured this out and are thriving. Small groups as the standard of parish
life will only serve to enhance and deepen the richness of the Catholic faith and advance the mission
of the Church (ie, to spread the Good News).
I enjoy the newspaper since I am out of town a lot. It keeps me informed along with emails that are
sent.

26

Love Heart of the Matter
I am unaware of small faith groups for adults? I do think the lenten educational programs and
speakers for the past couple of years have been very good. I would like to see something more
regular - short classes - like 4 weeks study on a gospel, Spiritual Poverty in the contemporary
world.... or things like that.

27

Parish vision and mission need to be clarified for all that is communicated.

28

Would like to see the bulletin and HOM include 1) news from our pastor and 2) catechesis for adults

29

Sorry, we just do not interact enough with people in the programs listed.
Love the bulletin, also easy to obtain online.
Also think the newspaper is an important communication tool.

30

I enjoyed the Why Catholic program for adults. One reason was the time our group met, which was
10 AM on Mondays. We had a small group who all became good friends during this process.
I don't like meeting in the afternoons and evenings.

32

Heart of the matter could be more contemporary in content as it applies to all age groups.
This could be a major source of strength and guidance.
I feel that the PSR programs should be combined not seperate. We are one church and should do
things together not seperate. These kids speak English well and attend school with the others. Just
another way to encourage a sense of community and not have separation. Teen program is lacking.
They don't have anything that has captured my teens interest. Not sure what it needs.

33

I would like to see adult study/small faith groups. Maybe I am unaware of what exists. If so I guess
there needs to be more advertisement for these groups. Or maybe, there just needs to be more of
this available. I would like to see a small niche group made for women.

31

34
35

Love the Heart of the Matter Newspaper
It is hard to find times for adult study groups to meet that work for everybody...especially people who
work during the day. I think the same people work at the parish mission... I wish everybody in the
parish was more involved with working with the sick and homeless.

36

send information and schedules out using email.
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Opinions of Importance/Effectiveness of Parish
Programs
Please give your opinion "The following Sacred Heart programs are important/effective."

Sacred Heart Catholic Community Foundation

3.57

Sunday Morning Nursery

3.65

Roamin' Catholics

3.82

Dinner for 8

3.64

Room at the Inn (winter shelter for the homeless)

3.84

Pancake Breakfasts

3.78

Communion ministry for those not able to attend Mass

3.93

Funeral Dinners

3.95

English as a 2nd Language Tutoring

3.77

Lenten Soup Supper

3.77

Health Initiatives (e.g. blood drive, walk to Bethlehem,…

3.72

Giving Tree at Christmas

3.86

Food Drive every 4th Sunday

3.77

Parish Picnic

3.69

Easter Banquet for the Poor

3.87

Coffee & Donuts after 8:30 Mass

3.79

Christmas Bazaar

3.81

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

1= Disagree 2 = Somewhat Disagree 3 = Somewhat Agree 4 = Agree
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Comments
1

Our food drive needs to be revitalized.

2

Donuts are not healthy

3

The Lenten soup suppers are great for the community. I'm so glad we participate in Room at the
Inn.

4

Wish more people would utilize the nursery. Some children are not taught that you should be very
quiet and respectful in church.

5

Pancake breakfasts should be put on by parish not just KofC. KofC should make a parish.

6

We need to find new ways to raise money. The Christmas Bazaar requires a significant amount of
work by the same parishioners, and many are not able to conitnue. Let's look for some innovative
ideals to involve more people who are able to donate their time for a short period of time to
generate more income.

7

Christmas bazaar has been on life support for as long as I can remember. It is a prime example of
an idea whose day is done! If a few kind people insist on doing this thing every year, why not do it
in November and be done with it. There is so much more to Christmas than running a fundraiser. It
would force the parish to come up with another fundraising idea. What da ya know!

8

The Christmas Bazaar: Is this something we should revisit? Most of the dedicated ladies who
lead the bazaar in the past are not able to do it anymore. The work takes all year. Do the younger
people have the time or commitment? Does the younger generation know how or have the time for
crafts, knitting, crocheting? Should we be looking for another fund raising project to replace the
bazaar that is not so labor intense? The Easter Banquet for the Poor: I question the effectiveness
of a banquet for the poor during Holy Week? This seems to be a week to emphasize liturgy. If we
want to a banquet it seems it would be more appropriate to schedule it after Easter and not during
Holy Week.
Food Drive: it seems this has gone downhill the last several years. One parishioner suggested $ 1
that would pay for 15 pounds of food ( hope my stats are correct ). We had a basket out once for
dollars, but that somehow got dropped. What about trying it again, to see if we could contribute
more to the Food Bank in dollars instead of cans. The hospitality ministers would have to monitor
the basket!

9

This is a nice variety of programs that appeal to different interests and involvement for different life
stages.

10

The Roamin' Catholics is a fantastic program!
What is the SH Catholic Community Foundation?

11

Unless you are willing to volunteer and help out with these item you shouldn't be so critical, and
asking if something is effective or important is a poor choice of words. There are many people who
devote a lot of time and effort in these programs and this question is insulting.

12

Is there an opportunity for more 'just for fun' social activities and celebrations?

13

We may be able to benefit further from adding more social events that bring people together. With
all the apartments near us, we have the opportunity to serve the needs of the young adults who are
Catholic and to proactively evangelize those who are not. Remodel the Education Bldg and open a
cafe in it.

14

The Knights of Columbus are a great group.

15

Any programs the church has for its parishioners to to gather at any age are effective and
important.

16

Not aware of some of these programs. Need to read my HofM Newsletter.

16

17

Handicap people can't take part in the picnics. I understand why. Not complaining.

18

I am not familiar with SHC Community Foundation

19

I really don't know what the Catholic Community Foundation is....

20

Make the parish picnic a community fundraiser.

21

All of these programs are important but some are under-utilized and therefore less effective than
they could be. The nursery does not seem to be optimally used yet it has taken parish space that
could be used for other activities.

22

Have no idea what the foundation is and does.
Strengthen the health initiative.
What is the Sacred Heart Catholic Community Foundation? Maybe I know it as something else???

23

Christmas Bazzar has become dated. Needs new ideas to make it the go to place. Have to keep
changing to keep up with the trends. Not sure what it needs but people don't talk about the church
Bazzar weekend like it once was. All churches having it at the same time. Was a huge community
wide event. Might be due to lack of advertising outside of church bulletins and newsletter.

24

Even the one's I have No Opinion for it's only because I have not personally participated in these
activities but I think it is amazing that we have all of this. Wow! Great job!

25

I have never heard of the Sacred Heart Catholic Community Foundation despite being an active
parishoner for 5 years

26

We have a vibrant and growing parish. Each of the ministries listed above are integral to the
functioning of this parish, giving parishioners from each of the four masses to get the opportunity to
know each other.
Personally, if the parish continues to offer a nursery, I believe it should only be open to children
under 18 months of age. If kids don't sit in the pews and aren't taught proper behavior by
observing their parents and others around them at a young age, they will struggle to benefit from
the liturgy as they grow. I believe that even the youngest among us should be encouraged to
participate with their family during Mass.

27

I was not aware the SH Catholic Community Foundation existed?

17

Opinions of Sacred Heart Parish Infrastructure
Rate the following in terms of meeting the needs of Sacred Heart parish

Parish Web Site

3.17

Parking for Weekend Masses

2.67

Parish Landscaping

3.39

Office Buildings (new office space at 105 Waugh
St.)

3.58

Education Building

2.94

Activity Building

2.84

Church Building
0.00

3.66
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

1= Poor to 4 = Excellent
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Comments
1

It's been a while since I've been on the website, but it was fine then the church is integral to this faith
community

2

Parking is limited. Spaces are tight.

3

Parking from apt. residents take up street parking on Sunday.

4

The church building is a beautiful place to attend Mass. Want to work hard to keep up with the
maintenance of our church. The Activity Building is in need of a rehab. The everyday upkeep of
buildings could be better.
The 'old office building' is not listed. Is it set to be torn down? If so, why the delay in doing so? I
believe the Activity Building is in need of a complete re-doing. If it could be added on to somehow,
that would be great. the Education Building seems to be getting upgrades, which is good. The other
buildings just need to be maintained as needed.

5

I would love to see the old office torn down and a new building in its place. The new could then
contain the parish offices and have meeting rooms - perhaps somehow be connected to the
remodeled Activity Building. It would be great to let the Rectory just be a Rectory again. And I think
we need one person in charge of landscaping - preferably a volunteer. Volunteer groups to work are
great, but now groups do some, some individuals do some, and it is not coordinated.

6

It appears that all the builidings will require extensive repairs and upgrades in the future. Perhaps
the visioning process will address the best use of resources into the future. I do not believe the
current facilities will address future needs in a positive financial manner. Should we consider
consolidating with Lourdes and Newman or looking for a new facility to meet future needs.

7

We need to take a realistic look at the real future of this venerable old parish.

8

I scored all the buildings a "2" because they are all aging and are in need of maintenance and/ or
renovation. Not sure what cost will be involved, but perhaps there are options out there! I had no
opinion for the office building, because we have not seen it. There was no "open house" for the
parish to see the new office or rectory . The landscaping in the front of the church and by the fountain
need improvement. Now that we have new offices, that building will need some attention, too.

9

The cleanliness of the activity building is sometimes deplorable, especially the kitchen. The grounds
are poorly kept (wees in gardens, etc). With 2 full time employees the campus should be
immaculate!

10

I have not been to the new offices. It would be nice to have an open house, either for Christmas or
anytime. I would help decorate for an open house if there was a call for help. When that space was
a rectory, parishioners would decorate the rooms to the hilt for Christmas for an open house and we
really enjoyed that. I haven't been to the web site lately, but it was handy when I didn't have my
bulletin in the past.
I'm anxious for expansion to the Activity Building to have a larger kitchen and larger space to
accommodate more parishioners at one time.

11

Both the Activity Building and the Education Building need renovating. I wish we had resources to
raze the old office building and use that space to completely re-build a larger Activity Building that
could be used to host wedding receptions and parish dinners.

12

The east side of the church parking lot is very difficult to navigate! There is hardly any room to turn
into the spaces, and trying to get out of a space is nearly impossible (even with a compact car). I
realize that we may lose a few spaces in the process, but would it be possible to re-stripe the lot so
that spaces are slanted rather than perpendicular?

13

This is a poor question, most people haven't even been in the new office so how can they have an
opinion on the building. What are you asking that is poor or excellent, the building itself, how it is
used, the cleanliness What does the web site have to do with the other items. This questions is
dumb!
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14

Dealing with older buildings is a challenge.
Please stop storing combustible material in the stairwells to the choir loft. It seems innocent and a
small thing, but this is one practice that has a history of killing people in event of a fire.

15

The activity building would benefit from a high quality rehab. The small rooms under the Bazaar
mezzanine are smelly, dark and unwelcoming.
The new office basement seems to be very moldy with a very unappealing odor. The old office
building should be fixed or demolished.

16

Activity and Education buildings are sufficient, but need updates.

17

It is almost embarrassing to bring visitors to our activity building. The kitchen is deplorable.
As to the lack of parking, we should put up sandwich boards on Sunday indicating that parking is
available in the city garage down the street.

18

Just found website. No opinion yet.

19

The Activity Building needs a renovation, but we understand that such a process would obviously be
part of a larger capital campaign. The parish website, though it just had an overhaul, is still not as
professional as a business should have. It is not easy to find information on the website and looks
elementary. A cleaner, sharper look would be a great help in that area.

20

church needs tuck pointing, activity building needs complete update including kitchen, don't put any
good money into the old school building

21

Could use more parking space.

22

Activity and Education Buildings both need extensive renovation. Activity Building is very poor
acoustically for large gatherings and smaller rooms are overly affected by sound level in main area.
Parish website is okay but has little information turnover/update. Landscaping is nice but laborintensive and we don't seem to have the manpower to maintain it consistently. New offices are very
nice and welcoming. The old office needs to be removed and the space utilized to expand the
Activity Building. We need more and nicer meeting spaces for small groups (RCIA, adult faith
formation, etc.)

23

I couldn't find the survey any place except HERE!

24

I think it is a shame to have parking meters on the streets around the church. Our parking is very
limited without having to worry about getting a parking ticket.

25

Keep as a priority the updating if the activity and education buildings.

26

The activity building needs to be renovated or replaced. The kitchen is in terrible shape and dirty.
The kitchen needs to be cleaned on a regular basis.
The building could be rented and make money for the Parish if it was improved.

27

I feel that you are losing a valuable resource of the education building by not using it on a daily basis.
A building sitting empty will deteriorate at a quicker rate than a building in use. You could develop a
wonderful preschool program in that space. Missing on an opportunity/need in the community.
Feel that the lower lot isn't empty for mass times. think it will always be an issue with all the
apartments that have sprung up. Not only do these people fill the lot, the ones that move their cars
take up the parking in the street. So it is still a no win situation.

28

Parking is kind of a mess, but I'm not sure how we can make it better now that that apartment
complex was built and we are letting them use the space. It's an OK arrangement in theory except
for the fact that the students often don't move their cars for weekend Mass and there seems to be a
lot of trash/broken glass in the parking lot (not how we would ideally like to maintain the rest of our
parish property)

29

We have older building that are in need of repair, but are still usable.
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31

Put a quick visable link on the front page of the website that lists the people assigned to ministries
and coffee and donuts for the up coming week
Looks to me like the students and their visitors from Brookside are taking over our parking lot on
weekends again. Broken beer bottles litter our parking lot and other church property. I wish we
would not have "sold out" to the Odles several years ago.

32

website is really improved

33

The kitchen in the activity building has needed to be redone for some time. We have "raised money"
in the past for this endeavor, but to my knowledge, nothing has ever been done.

34

didn't know about web Site. I will have a look.

30
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Opinions of Opportunities to be a Part of Sacred Heart
Parish
Opinions of Opportunities to be a Part of Sacred Heart Parish

The parish understands the nature and needs of
the immigrant communities in Columbia, MO.

3.55

The parish provides the support and education
needed to receive the sacraments.

3.58

There are ample opportunities for young people to
become involved in parish activities.

3.00

The parish provides sufficient support and training
for all who want to be active in the parish (e.g.,
serve on committees, volunteer for parish projects,
etc.)

3.41

The parish registration process encourages us to
register as parishioners.

3.50

I have ample opportunity to socialize with the
parish's various ethnic communities.
0.00

2.85

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

1= Disagree 2 = Somewhat Disagree 3 = Somewhat Agree 4 = Agree
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Comments

1

Young people need to feel invested in their church family. Young people need to know that all of
the church is going to be there for them. We can't let them down or fall through the cracks. This
comment on this topic is most crucial in my opinion and the main motivator in filling out this form. I
wish I had answers and not just thoughts.

2

I am concerned about the education of the youth. There is very little feedback provided to
parishioners about youth programs and goals. There doen't appear to be the excitement that would
attract our youth.

3

The bilingual All Souls Mass was beautiful and a help to integrate the parish. Perhaps more
Masses like this with sharing food afterwards, on a one-to-one basis would help the new immigrants
feel more welcomed.

4

America is a country of immigrants who came here for a better life. They worked hard built and
supported their own churches until a future generation chose to embrace the language of America.
I am blessed to be a third generation American whose family became immersed in the American
culture including the language.

5

There is not much interaction between the anglo and spanish-speaking community, but I'm not sure
it's possible on a grand scale. The language barrier is still an issue. But one could become involved
with the language program to bridge that gap. Young people can join any group or activity, but there
is nothing specifically for young adults to meet each other socially.

6

It would be helpful to have an idea of what the various committees/programs require of participants
when we have the opportunity to sign up.

7

People must get off their butts and make some effort themselves there are plenty of ways to
register, to participate in the parish.

8

I would like to see more social activities, especially activities where Hispanics can join in. We used
to have chili suppers, spaghetti dinners, ice cream socials.
I would also enjoy meetings for older retired people where we could watch movies, play card games
or other types.
I would like Bible study groups or book clubs where parishioners--any age--could benefit.

9

Concerned there is two SC congregations - English speaking and Spanish Speaking. I think we
should have a goal of one community. If we make it easy to be divided - now will that happen?

10

Because we rely on parish volunteers, the services vary in effectiveness based on the people
training, serving, educating, informing, etc.

11

Could outline liturgical roles for teens more. Altar serving is great, but a teen/older children mass
sometime, with the teens/older children of the parish serving in the different roles.

12

Programs need a bit more publicity.

13

"..understands the nature & needs of the immigrant communities". ? Is there something more we
need to be doing to understand and educate regarding different cultures? I would be interested to
know how "they" feel-if there is something they feel is needed in order to incorporate or make them
feel more a part of the faith community. I think as a parish we are welcoming and accepting of
immigrant communities. Personally, I'd like to know more about their country of origin and learn
more about their culture. I've personally befriended one family, but always feel there is trouble with
the language barrier at times.

14

The parish might be providing these services, but often the lack of communication prevents
connections between parishioners and programs/opportunities.

15

Our work with and for immigrants is compassionate and receives great support from Catholic
Charities and the Hispanic Office of the Diocese.

16

I think our Parish does an exceptionally good job of welcoming all people to the Parish.

23

17

Encourage as much integration of immigrant parishers and their life styles in all aspects of the
parish community.

18

When you become a new parishioner at Sacred Heart, it would be nice for the pastor to send a
letter of welcome.
We are relatively new members and after sending in our registration we quickly got envelopes in the
mail.
We really like Sacred Heart but it was a poor message to send. ( "Send us some money")
A letter of welcome and then the arrival of envelopes would have been much more appreciated.

19

We have room for improvement in getting our youth involved.
And there is plenty of opportunities to become more involved with our many ethnic parishioners.

20

Not sure how to encourage registration from all regular mass attendees. I registered because it
was the right thing to do. My parents supported their Catholic church all their lives and passed this
commitment on to me.

21

I just wish more of our young people were really getting involved.

22

We disagree with the parish registration process. It doesn't seem to be encouraged but more
mandated.

24

Time, Talent, and Treasure Profile of Survey
Respondents
Does the parish help build awareness of the four tenets of
stewardship? -Everything is a gift from God -We are called to grow
and tend our gifts responsibly -We are called to share our gifts
generously -We are called to return these gifts to God?
Answer Options
Yes
Somewhat
No

Response
Percent
61.7%
33.8%
4.5%

Approximately how many hours per month do you volunteer at
Sacred Heart (e.g., minister at Mass, committee work,
buildings/landscaping work, social concerns, music, etc.)?
Answer Options
None
1-2
3-5
6 - 10
More than 10

Response
Percent
28.0%
25.8%
25.8%
10.6%
9.8%

What percent of your income do you contribute to Sacred Heart?
Answer Options
Less than 1%
1% - 2%
3% - 5%
6% - 7%
More than 7%

Response
Percent
10.3%
23.8%
33.3%
11.9%
20.6%
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Time, Talent, and Treasure Examples
Can you give one or more examples of how Sacred Heart Parish has been a good steward of its resources -staff, property, finances, activities, volunteers, etc.?
[With question 10 the person wrote -- "This has fallen off lately."]
[With question 11 the person wrote -- "This too has fallen off."]
1
2

Deacon Bill is a blessing and we are lucky to have him. The building (church) is well kept and should
continue to be so.

3

Remodeling Rectory to new office space.
unknown
Wrote on number 10 -- Out of town, lack of time

4

I love the e-mail from the parish office. I appreciate daily Mass.

5

Christmas tree donations
Food for the poor

6

Lot of items done by volunteers decreases the need for additional staff

7

investing in the physical maintenance and upkeep of the church.

8

knights of columbus

9

I think many volunteers accomplish a lot in the parish. Social Concerns might be a good example.
Much is accomplished through this commission, both within the parish and outside. I see this as a
good use of parish resources - its parishioners.

10

The lack of good leadership has negatively affected many aspects of church operations.

11

Housing the homeless during the winter is a remarkable act of generosity and kindness.

12

1. Volunteers for "Room at the Inn"
2. Education Building usage

13

I am a "shift" worker and therefore not able to participate in evening events at the parish. As for my
financial contribution to the parish, I feel it is not relevant to the validity of my suggestions or
comments.

14

All of the above areas, especially in the area of volunteers at the church and in the community!

15

I feel Sacred Heart definitely puts forth a noticeable effort to be a good steward of its resources.

16

The English program is amazing. The instructors spend time efficiently and effectively with the
students. The training could be condensed. My daughter has been involved in the process and has
been frustrated with the amount of work spent separate from her own job. I don't want her to
become frustrated and quit.
As an educator I know the symptoms of burnout.

17

Participating in the Room at the Inn and the Saturday breakfast is a pretty big committment for
parishioners who help coordinate and volunteer. The health committee is a great resource for the
parish. The people who provide the funeral dishes and serve are such a blessing at a stressful time
for parishioners dealing with loss. Keeping the Education Building was a positive result after almost
two years of spinning our wheels. Then remodeling the Activity Building and moving the offices, and
creating living quarters for Father, were positive steps towards a better use of our buildings

18

When we have a need for specified repairs or services, someone in the parish always comes
through. I understand money was donated to cover the cost of a new sound system and when a
winter storm caused the Room at the Inn to keep guests inside all day, an email went out and food
and help came in.

26

19

Sacred Heart Parish is very good at maintaining our campus buildings and property, without
incurring unmanageable debt.

20

>restoring the "financial footing" of the church
>the many opportunities to help others in the community: room-at-the-inn, breakfast cafe, etc.
>fellowship opportunities

21

banquet for the poor, room at the inn, Christmas giving tree, and other activities provide the means
to reach outside our parish and offer help to anyone in need. Funeral dinners give families a chance
to gather and visit over a comforting meal.

22

No. I once was a member of the Admin Commission and the Parish Council and could answer that.
All I hear now is anecdotal information.
Keeping the Education Bldg to use for our needs.

23
24

The Hispanic Mass is a very good use of the resources of the parish.
Using the Education building as a gathering space for the Knights is a great idea.

25

It seems the income from the parking lot property is working out fairly well for weekend services
although there are definitely times when more space is needed for special events like funerals etc..

26

Charitable acts during Christmas and Easter seasons (Room at the Inn, Bazaar, etc.)

27

So giving of the homeless and those in poverty in our community. November breakfast and being a
part of Room at the Inn. Coat drives and volunteers at The Wardrobe. Giving tree. Among the
many other projects. Proud to be a part of this wonderful parish!

28

I think our music program does well in finding and developing the talent of parishioners.

29

Fr. Francis is very friendly and approachable. He made me feel like I was doing him a favor when it
was clearly the other way around.
When we extend greetings at the beginning of Mass, the smiles always reach to people's eyes
making me feel welcome.

30

The Church renovations are the first thing that comes to mind - the worship space is beautiful.

31

During my husband's death Father Francis was excellent during the planning of the funeral
and all the other arrangements particularly at the Cemetery when it was the coldest day of the Year.
Also Sister Mary-Clare in giving him the last rites and all her support during his stay in the nursing
home and providing communion. I was very happy for their support.

32

Volunteered at room at the inn this year and thought that was a great experience and use of
resources.

33

Moving the parish office to a more secure building.
Providing a residence for Fr. Francis on campus.

34

Dinners for the poor, food bank contributions, clothing drives, Christmas giving tree

35

The Church is well maintained and is an appealing place for worship. The grounds also show
commitment and the sculpture & fountain garden is an inviting place for contemplation. Volunteers
are encouraged and supported. The committees with which I have worked are positive and open,
and have encouraged participation from all members. The staff are helpful and caring. The church
encourages interaction among the parish members in a number of ways throughout the year.

36

The four buildings in use are in good repair, do not waste much, are readily scheduled by groups
wishing to meet, pray, learn, minister, socialize.

37

Volunteers free up staff for more needed items

38

The Saturday Cafe is an excellent example
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39

Sacred Heart provides numerous opportunities for parishioner's to serve as stewards as well as
provide the opportunity for parishioner's to suggest new ideals that may benefit the Parish.

40

Our pastor has agreed to live on campus in a parish facility which also serves as new office space.
The parish has kept the Education Building as a resource for now and the future.

41

No debts that I am aware of.
Varied activities to meet the needs of various interests/ages
Help with the Wardrobe on 2nd Wednesdays of the month

42

Participation in the Food collection each month & other community participation is good.
I am 85 and therefore not participating in activities as much as I have earlier. There doesn't seem to
be a concern for older parishioners but I may be prejudiced!!!!! I used to participate much more
when I was younger.

43

In regard to question 10, I spend a lot of time sewing things to sell at the Christmas Bazaar.

44

Outreach to the Columbia community, e.g., room at the inn, breakfasts for the homeless, etc.

45

Room at the Inn, Food drive 4th Sunday, Blood Drive

46

So glad a parish council was brought back to help advise on decisions. I know the priest makes the
final decision - but it feels good knowing he listens to what the parish has to say, even if we don't
agree with a decision he might make. At least we know he has heard the view point of others in
reaching his decision.

47

The participation of members to help with the homeless meals and Room at the Inn is very
impressive.

48

You do not want to hear my opinion. Too much to type. Finances need to be overhauled and
handled COMPLETELY differently.

49

Good steward of finances includes giving to our local community and those in need - Involvement
with the poor in our community - Room at the Inn, Easter banquet, Giving Tree, food/clothing drives,
etc.

50

Beautiful church building; see question #5 to know how vibrant this parish is in serving others.

51

The buildings and physical resources are all very old and would not be in such good shape if not so
well cared for.

52

I thinnk the housing of a priest on our campus as well as the move of the administration to the
gathering space and the use of the education building as examples of good stewardship

53

Involvement in Room At The Inn every winter
Supporting programs such as Unbound

54

I think we need to be a stronger presence in issues related to Catholic social teaching. I am trying
hard to be a better steward so we are giving at least the 10% of our income.

55

I don't know.

56

funeral dinners
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Ideas on How to be Better Stewards of Parish Resources
Please share your ideas on how Sacred Heart Parish could be a better steward of its resources -- staff, property,
finances, activities, volunteers, etc.
1

Is there any way the vacant buildings "for sale" could be need for parish needs?

2

By managing the property more frugaley

3

I think we are rather frugal (out of necessity)

4

property, looking more thoroughly into spending on the property before doing something to it. Other
options.

5

My only suggestion is to ask for what is needed. Time & Talent is great, but some needs are not met
this way. I think we need to personally invite or ask some individuals to respond to needs. Some are
just reluctant to volunteer, but are happy to say 'yes' when asked. I think we need to go back to
pledging our financial support, and this should be done annually.

6

We could use greater transparency in all aspects of parish operations.
The weekly parish bulletin could be upgraded in layout and content. It would be helpful to hear from
the Pastor each week. Also, a better review process would help minimize errors. Job descriptions
and better oversight of custodians might help eliminate questions about responsibility and
accountabillity.

7

No comment

8

More transparency in financial decisions facing the parish. Costs involved in projects, where funds
are coming from. Will there be maintenance and renovations coming up that will need a capital
campaign?

9

The old Parish office needs to be torn down. Parish should re-purpose that property.
The Activity and Education Buildings need some upgrades. Specifically, the kitchen in Activity
Building needs upgrade.
More staff or a more defined role for volunteers to manage activities - such as RCIA so that it is not
an additional responsibility for Deacon Bill.
Existing staff seems strained.
If we are to grow the Parish, we will need more than one priest to effectively minister to the Parish.
More Mass options will be necessary given the size of our Church.

10

Whatever is going on with the sound system is not working. Frustrated parishoners are going to stop
attending if they can't hear the homily or announcements.
If we need to raise money to expand the Activity Building, it may be helpful to hold financial sessions
to help families at all stages in life learn how to budget in extra donations. Something like Dave
Ramsey's financial planning.

11

Sometimes it is nice to ask an individual to "help" on a particular function. When a general request
for volunteers goes out, most people believe others will respond to the call. When we needed help
with counting because our numbers were going down, a call was made to a couple of individuals
who had not previously registered to help and now they are members of our team. I was honored to
be asked to participate in the "washing of the feet" on Holy Thursday, even though I could have
"volunteered" in previous years.
>develop programs/activities that may entice additional volunteers from the parish community
>offer opportunities (such as the visioning survey) for parishioners to have input into the church's
goals and make them feel as if they have more significant "ownership"

12
13

I hesitate to share any advice without more knowledge of the problems and available resources.

29

If any property is sold in the future, it should always be sold at as a high a price as possible It is
poor stewardship to trade an asset at less than near the maximum price that will be paid (not
assessed) because that money could be used for many good projects. In the long term the parking
lot could be converted to a parking garage with dedicated parking for the parish, funerals and
weddings as well as covered spots available for rent. "Room at the Inn" was a poor use of parish
resources. Many of these individuals have substance abuse problems and complex psychiatric
diseases. There are many young children and frail elderly who are tempting targets for this
population especially during evening events. Long term solutions to poverty and poor choices are
better than a short term cot in the winter.
14
15

I wonder if there is a better use for the Education Building property..

16

I would like to see a completely new community building in place of the activity building. It is hard to
draw in new members when the facilities are so poor.

17

Leaflet on the many opportunities to volunteer: e.g. list of available opportunities to volunteer.

18

It seems like every time I try to call/email certain staff members in the office, it takes days (if not
weeks) to get through. This isn't a good use of my time and I'm sure it's not a good use of theirs to
be receiving multiple calls/requests. I'm also not always sure who to contact because there is no
place to necessarily find out who is in charge of what program. A transparent office structure and
expectations of communication among the staff (as well as volunteers of larger programs) would be
appreciated.

19

There are a lot of activities for everyone at the church, but nothing is planed for the people who lost
their spouse. Also the front row should be reserved for handicap people having a hard time going to
communion. Don't know if this is possible.

20

Can't say not overly involved in the finances...

21

I don't think our parish wastes it's resources.

22

23

instead of food for the food bank, give money....it goes further.
Targeted fundraising projects to improve furniture & equipment in the Activity Building and Education
Building &/ other-- such as new tables goal to raise $ for 5 new tables during Jan & Feb -- short term
achievable and visible enhancements. that folks can take ownership of and pride in. Continue to look
for ways to reach out to poor and homeless in Columbia. Ex: Summer Cooling Station in activity
building, SCH veggie garden plot we can all work together for food bank? Increase SHC presence
in community - Ex - teams for community sanitation trash pick up activities or other public park
maintenance, Take ownership of one of the Columbia "rain garden" or sections or roadway

24

Staff meetings would help coordinate events
Fund-raising for specific needs would be profitable.

25

If the EB is going to continue to be used wi-fi for educational activities would be a plus.

26

Staff positions should exist to accomplish necessary functions and those hired should be expected to
fulfill those functions. (Have witnessed idleness of custodians.) Some things proposed by Safety
Committee seem excessive (e.g., additional/modified exits from church and Activity Building.)
Recent upgrades to the sound system in church have improved things but further improvement is
needed so that everyone can hear clearly throughout the church.
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27

Consider removal of old Parish Office and renovation/extension of Activity Building.
If there is a significant cost for removal such as $50,000 perhaps there could be a special request to
the Parish for the money IF the plan was to then renovate the Activity Building, especially kitchen
area which serves for so many activities.
Especially appeal to the over 65 group who might have access to some disposable funds.
Our household would definitely contribute $500.
At the same time lay out the plans and costs for possible renovation of Activity Building kitchen and
whatever
else is considered big priorities.

28

I think Sacred Heart is an excellent example of how a Parish should manage all of the above.

29

Reach out to rural communities without our resources and in close proximity to Columbia.

30

Think doing a good job.

31

Become more involved in the catholic schools. How often do our kids see someone from our
church(priest or nun) at their events. Mass, games, social activities. They need to see your support
outside of the church. Not just during catholic schools week or one mass time a year. Did anyone
from our chuch show up as a mystery reader to the grade school? How many sporting events have
been attended? I have seen priests from other churches (not just Columbia) but not one from
Sacred Heart for several years now. This is where you can make an impact in these young kids. It's a
chance to get to know them and is great PR with the outside community.

32

Maybe to new parishioners an insert that stated who is in charge of which area.
an Org tree??

33

Need to empower more volunteer spirit in the parish. Many things are done by the same people...
but at the same time the same people jump in to do things and often don't allow others the
opportunity to lead

34

I don't know.

35

activities for seniors
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Examples of How Sacred Heart Nurtured Faith
Formation
Can you give one or more examples of how Sacred Heart Parish has helped nurture you in faith formation,
prayer, hospitality, service, generosity, etc.?
1

In all ways, especially services, music, staff, Deacon Bill's help, etc.

2

Sacred Heart has been an intigral part of my faith development for many years. Lately I've been
disappointed.

3

no
Relationships with the membership - coffees
- soup suppers
- people who greet us at the door

4

RCIA was great for me 10 years ago.

5

We have and have had some very good pastors over the past 25 years. Excellent homilies. Set
good example. Fine spiritual leaders!

6

My overall experience at Sacred Heart has made me a better and more knowledgable Christian.

7

prayer for a family member that is sick and support.

8

Good homilies (which I think we get) are a great help. I have ample opportunity to get involved and
feel a real part of this faith community.

9

Not really, no.

10

Lenten booklets given out in the past have been very helpful in keeping one focused for forty days.

11

Most of my faith formation came fundamentally from my parents and their actions/example. I am
active in Cursillo a Diocesan & Worldwide Charism of the Church. Also, I'm in a Prayer Study group
at Lourdes, as well as, a non-denominational Christian Prayer call weekly with business colleagues.
I am an avid reader of books pertinent to the faith.

12

Sacred Heart has always felt like family to me. I also feel confident that my faith is guided correctly
by being a part of Sacred Heart.
My girls have all three received their sacraments and religious education through Sacred Heart and
their parents.
We have felt the education program to be
helpful and supportive of what we have taught them as parents.
We appreciate the smaller church community.
Some weekends we attend church in other towns due to a large family with nieces/nephews
celebrating sacraments.

13

I also attend with my mother in her parish many Sundays. When this happens I feel I have missed
something and come and pray privately after mass before spanish mass. I feel calm, serene and so
close to God at Sacred Heart.

32

The choir is my second family and singing is a time of joyful praise and prayer.
Dinner for 8 has helped me meet parishioners I didn't know; and learn more about those I see every
week but don't really get the chance to talk to.
Working on the committees within Faith Formation and as a catechist has introduced me to some
very wonderful people who are examples of Christ's love in action.
Working with Sister Clare in the PSR program has been very rewarding.
14
15

The weekly homilies are very thoughtful and inspiring. Our services for Advent and Lent are beautiful
and meaningful reminders of how we should live as Christians.
Sacred Heart offers a warm and friendly atmosphere. The parish priest and staff are so easy to work
with especially with funeral dinners.
Sacred Heart's music ministry enhances my worship experience at each and every Mass--the best I
have ever experienced anywhere!

16

I like the ability to donate with automatic debit.

17

>helping the needy/homeless has offered the chance to better understand how important it is to "give
back"
>actually participating in the Mass has increased my awareness of the presence of God and his
being around us at all times

18

Being able to work on committees and various services provides opportunities to get to know other
parishioners and discover their needs and problems along with their blessings.

19

Too many to count! Many little things that add up to a lot.

20

Fr. John Long and Fr Edwin Cole had the ability to weave excellent homilies of logic with a joke.
They are the reason I returned to the Catholic Church and have matured enough to accept the good
and bad of the Catholic Church.

21

I enjoyed serving on social concerns committee and other service functions for many years but due
to age and other considerations I am unable to participate in many activities now.

22

It creates a welcoming environment to come and worship and provides a wide variety of volunteer
service and charity opportunities.

23

Father Frances is the best addition to our parish! His homilies are fabulous! Been a member of the
parish for 17+ years, so just being a part of this wonderful family has shaped my family and I.

24

I matured during the time when this parish had 3 deacons. Interacting with those gentle shepherds
and their dedicated wives was the best method of faith formation.

25

Warmth of Pastor, parishioners.

26

Past RCIA experience. The whole of the faith community and the whole of the mass are beautiful. I
feel a strong sense of community with the Sacred Heart parishioners. I may not know them all, but
there is a bond, none the less. It is a mystery and sacred. I have found the parishioners I've
interacted with to be very loving and non-judgmental. They are always willing to share and give their
time to help others.

27

Masses are great. It is so nice to attend a church where all elements are working together to create a
communal worship experience.

28

Providing communion to homebound.

33

29

My fiancé and I joined sacred heart together because we thought it had the best balance of our
favorite classic traditions of liturgy (song and prayer) and not overly modernized. We like the
traditional prayer mentality with and still a small but active community feel.

30

I appreciate the improvement of the homilies since Fr. Frances became pastor.

31

K of C handy man program, small faith groups, dinners for eight

32

As a lapsed returning Catholic, I have very much appreciated the kindness demonstrated by staff
and parish members. Folks have listened to my interests and connected me with others who share
those and encouraged me to use those talents to fulfill mission needs. The Lenten season classes
and speakers have been clear specific examples that have allowed thoughtful growth. I appreciated
the RCIA classses, and have great regard for the teachers in those sessions.

33

The classes on Ignatian Spirituality helped me with my examination of conscience.
The work with immigrants has made my prayer for the world's refugees strong and compassionate.

34

Welcoming nature. Wish there were more opportunities to grow in faith or perhaps things are offered
that aren't heard about. With three parishes one would expect lots of opportunities.

35

RCIA was wonderful and helped to deepen my connection to the church.

36

All of the following have played a part in nurturing our faith and sense of community in the parish:
choral music during Communion, participating in Dinner for 8 and Roamin' Catholics, parish retreat
(many years ago) and parish mission, serving as Eucharistic Minister, Pastoral Care Minister and in
other ministries, attending liturgies throughout the year (e.g., Triduum, Eucharistic Adoration and
Benediction, etc.), Knights of Columbus, serving on commissions and Parish Council

37

Love the fellowship while helping fold the monthly newspaper, arranging for the bazaar tickets,
lectoring, etc.

38

Thru the years I have been compensated adequately in these areas.

39

Sacred Heart is made up of very friendly, welcoming people who truly care about everyone.
The Why Catholic program was beneficial in helping me nurture and grow in understanding my faith.

40

Dinner for 8.
Roaming Catholics.
Cultural mixing.

41

Why Catholic program helped me with prayer/faith formation. Other than that, I would say the Mass
itself is the main way SH nurtures me

42

An important service is the funeral dinners.

43

I came back to church because of Sacred Heart. I have attended all of the Catholic masses available
in Columbia and after years of absence and because of the parishoners, the current priest, Sister
and the physical buildings, I came back to weekly mass.

44

I need to think more about that...I think I need to take more responsibility here...

45

I appreciate having Eucharistic Adoration for an hour on Wednesday afternoon. I would like to have
it for a full day regularly, and perhaps move toward more than one day. We have sufficient numbers
of people in our parish to do it.

46

catholic studies progam

47

Fr. Francis sets a great example for all of us. His homilies are relevant to today
The parishioners have been great stewards of our faith in their willingness to help others
As a senior adult I enjoy the atmosphere of our Parish buildings.

34

Likes about Sacred Heart Parish
What do your like best about Sacred Heart?
1

The choir and the building.

2

Beautiful worship services, church/buildings and friendly greeters.
The music, the community, the church building.

3

I feel like we are loved and part of the parish family.

4

Smaller & more intimate than others
Historical & "deeper roots"
excellent music & liturgy
different culture -- Spanish

5

Traditional mass
Feeling of being part of a group to worship god.

6

Church beautiful. People are nice.
Clean. Singing is lovely.

7

Music and Word and Space

8

-- liturgy and choir
-- the sanctuary -- it's so beautiful -- thanks for the restoration

9

Our pastor

10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Spiritual leaders (pastors, deacons, sisters). Currently Fr. Francis.
Available services (Mass, Stations during Lent).
Music during Mass.
Other parishioners.
Somewhat conservative religious practices.
Well tended grounds and church.

11

The parish community and especially we are so lucky to have our current pastor, as I see Sacred
Heart getting back to the state it used to be.

12

We grew up in the parish, married in the church, raised our children here. We love Sacred Heart.

13

The church

14

Sr. Clare coming to visit (Gertrude Ferris is a widow and resident of The Neighborhoods).

15

the church is beautiful and traditional. I like to see all the young families attending.

16

more old fashion style of church, treat everyone as family, and willing to help out.

17

The people - from the priest to the deacon to my fellow parishioners. I like being able to feed the
hungry (4th weekend collections for the food bank), clothe the naked (warm up Columbia campaign),
help those in need (giving tree, Easter banquet, 'Poor' envelope, Room at the Inn, etc.) and be able
to do all this through my parish.

18

Many good and caring people. The music program is excellent.

19

it's a beautiful church that is well maintained. people are friendly. the church community seems to
care about others. It's nice that Sacred Heart has the Spanish mass, a sign that the church
community cares & takes the time to welcome others.
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20

The choir is a rare gem. I like to visit the church and view the stained-glass windows in the sunlight..
The Eucharistic chapel is lovely.

21

Friendly people
People work well together

22

The small parish atmosphere and beautiful sanctuary and music.

23

The vibrancy of Mass and the very active caring community.

24

Proud to be part of the Sacred Heart family.

25

The church building and the friendly people. The social activity

26

The small community.

27

The sense of community among parish members. We recognize each other on sight and share warm
greetings. Some of us are social media friends and/or hang out outside of church, and support one
another in times of need.

28

The music and my fellow parishoners I have met and volunteered with over the years.

29

I like it all now -- our priest, fellow parishioners, friendly atmosphere, etc.

30

Music!

31

Father Francis is awesome -- welcoming, embracing of his faith & the parishoners, very
approachable.

32

>the liturgical and spiritual aspects of Mass
>the availability of stewardship with other parishioners
>the ability to participate in programs that assist others in the community

33

the community, the building (Church), Fr Francis, the friends, the special liturgies we have, the
music, choir

34

I find the architecture, the interior lighting, colors, and layout peaceful and prayerful. The music,and
choir add to the religious experience. Father Francis' celebrates Mass with dignity and reverence
though his sermons (which I am never able to hear) are laced with friendly informality. I have always
felt at home at Sacred Heart.

35

Very welcoming atmosphere

36

The community spirit and the encouragement to be a better Catholic.
I also like the facilities and how amenable it is to all who attend this parish.

37

the sense of community

38

I love the warmth of it's people, the architecture of the Church, the history Sacred Heart has in the
community. Being at Sacred Heart is being home.

39

The beautiful old church and the services in it.

40

I love the 830 Sunday mass. The choir is awesome. We also really enjoy Deacon Bill's homilies!

41

The people that we have come to know. The reputation that SH has in the community and being a
part of that. Volunteering our time for our church.

42

The liturgy

43

The people & the history.
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44

Noted above. Also, I do love the physical space/building. There is something special and sacred
about it.

45

The worship experience and the community.

46

The beautiful church, music, everything.During Mass

47

Father Francis has done a great job leading the parish and taking care of the finances.

48

Stated above in the tradiontal modern feel and liturgy while still maintains an active community.

49

The feeling of family.

50

That is a small parish.

51

The beautiful building and liturgy

52

THE COMPLETE FRIENDLINESS OF MOST EVERYONE CONNECTED TO THE PARISH, AND
THE K OF C..

53

It is traditional and the music is awesome

54

the church is beautiful and the acoustics are great. sunday mass is always informative and thought
provoking.

55

Traditional atmosphere and services

56

The feeling of community. I like belonging to a smaller parish. I like participating in faith formation
groups.

57

Small size and family friendly

58

The level of involvement of the members of the Parish, and the number of wonderful programs
underway

59

The open, welcoming attitude of long time parishioners toward new members and guests.

60

It's small and there are quite a few "old timers".

61

We love the fact Sacred Heart feels like a small church and the sense of community that provides.

62

The traditional feel and aspect of mass

63

Sacred Heart is smaller and has that close net feeling other parishes seem to be missing. The Priest
and other Committee Members seems more approachable with suggestions and questions
concerning new programs or redesign an old programs. Overall, the whole community more
friendly and will to go out of their way to help compared to other Religious Communities I have
attended.

64

Traditional form of worship (e.g., organ, choir, stained glass, etc.) and small enough to get to know
other parishioners and feel a sense of community.

65

The staff and parishioners have been very welcoming to me, as a new member of the parish. One of
the main reasons I chose Sacred Heart as my parish was the above average participation of the
congregation here during the liturgies I attended as a visitor before moving to Columbia.

66

A sense of belonging, acceptance

67
68

The size of the parish, the warmth of the parishioners, our current parish priest, the beauty of the
church, the music, the mass.
I love our church and the size of it. Going there feels like truly being part of the church community
family.
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69

The Church building gives me a feeling of Comfort and Peace. The Parish family is friendly and
welcoming.

70

The welcoming feeling of the people.

71

The friendly atmosphere of parishioners and the beautiful church to worship in. Also like mass is a
4:30 on Saturday.

72

We enjoy Sacred Heart because it seems to be the most traditional of all the parishes in Columbia.
Everyone was welcoming when we moved here and although we were welcomed in the other
parishes, Sacred Heart just felt right.

73

The size of the community. The people. The Church building. The current Priest.

74

Father Francis and his homilies. The liturgy of the Mass. The small size of the congregation,
relative to other Columbia parishes.

75

Sacred Heart Catholic Church is an active, nurturing and friendly parish, which welcomes all to the
table. There are activities for everyone and it's inclusive. The liturgy is beautiful, and I enjoy the
choir.

76

The location and size of the church.

77

Mass

78

The traditional quality of our church, liturgy, and parish.

79

8:30 Choir and the family atmosphere.

80

Father, Sister, the parishoners and the absolutely beautiful church building.

81

Father Francis
Deacon Bill
And All the Parishioners

82

Sacred Heart reminds me of the traditional Catholic church I grew up in. The classic church hymns
and beauty of the historic church building give me comfort.

83

beauty of the building, I feel like there are more working-class, down to earth people here...I like that
part of our mission is serving the poor and imigrant population. I love our focus on health ministry.

84

Traditional mass, music and architecture.
Fr. Francis

85

The Mass and a feeling of belonging

86

Statue of Blessed Virgin
Kneelers
People

87

The people, Father Francis, the church itself and the liturgy and quality of music

88

Reverent Masses in a gothic church building/`

89

Liturgy

90

It feels more like a small town church than a big city church

91

welcoming and accepting for all
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92

The people in the pews first won me over and have kept me coming at times I did not connect with
the priest that was serving at the time. It has always been the people in the pews that have kept me
at Sacred Heart. I am happy that we now have a priest who communicates with the parish and
incorporates himself into the parish.

93

The beautiful sanctuary and the music.

94

It's potential
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Dislikes about Sacred Heart Parish
What do you like least about Sacred Heart?
1

Mostly parishioners are old people.

2

Difficult to get to know people from other service times - know just a few people.

3

Changes made w/ the music.
Many weeks, there doesn't really seem to be a substantial message delivered. The homily often
does not speak to my faith
the leadership seems unwilling to grow, evolve or learn.

4

Parking on weekends
Disconnection between different masses
Particularly with the Spanish mass
Not enough communication with other Catholic parishes & also with other nearby churches &
denominations & various interest groups

5

Had issues with past priest at Sacred Heart. Now Father Francis is enjoyed by all!

6

Drag it out mass too long over an hour at times. No parking spaces are tight. Christmas Eve is crazy.
I would like sermon to be inspirational
I'm not interested in whom is visiting Sacred Heart. Its nice but I'm not for sure anyone cares.

7

Crying kids

8

Certain people who think they are boss when they are not even signed up to be anything.

9

1. It is often too cold during Mass. Turn up the heat and install fans in order to keep our ministers
cool.
2. I am not a fan of hardwood floors. Prefer carpets.
3. Sound system. It got much worse when the hardwood floors were installed.
Bottom line: Being cold and not hearing very well detracts from the service.

10

The fact that something always needs fixing. Little we can do about that

11

I would like to hear more about the churches position on tough modern issues.

12

some lack of communication and to go to on a matter instead of getting passed around.

13

We seem to not want to require participation. For example, as a parish we pay a certain amount per
student for any in Catholic schools. When my kids went to CCS, as parents we were required to be
active in the parish. We paid full tuition, but still got involved in something. Now we help those who
need help with tuitions ( and I believe we should) but we don't even ask them to be active in the
parish. I think we need to actively try to get each and every parishioner active in some way.

14

We have lacked leadership over the past few years. Turnover of priests, lack of communications,
unclear goals, and unwillingness to allow parishioner input has affected the spiritual growth of the
people.

15

Not enough opportunities to share my talents in the parish.
Buildings no longer serve the parish's needs.
Not enough genuine hospitality offered.
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16

Lack of transparency
Lack of pastor communication with parishioners through bulletin and Heart of the Matter.
( Five years ago the pastor wrote a weekly column and an article for the newspaper.) (Fr.
Steve)
That has been a breakdown in the past couple years. We need communication from the pastor
to know what he is thinking--doesn't matter the topic--parish matter, spiritual guidance or
encouragement, comment on scripture. Just to hear from the pastor and what he wants to say to us.

17

Not really getting to know my co-parishioners, nor the unconscious ways many parishioners
approach the reception of the Eucharist. The church does have some rules for decorum at the
reception of this Sacrament, but most parishioners do not seem to be aware of them, or aware of the
Divine Presence in our midst.

18

Lack of vitality with respect to our High School and College students

19

It sometimes still feels like the "forgotten" Parish in Columbia.
The parking meter times surrounding the Church do not make sense and could cause people to not
want to attend Mass here.

20

Parking

21

There is a core set of people who tend to do the majority of coordinating and volunteering.

22

Not enough parking for special events.

23

Parking lot

24

>need to continue to enhance the communication between the clergy, staff, and various
councils/committees and the parishioners

25

People that wants to change Sacred Heart traditions, such as music, special liturgies

26

Some parishioners use the time before Mass to visit with friends. Some parents allow their children
to cry and scream during the service.

27

There isn't too much I don't like.

28

The fact that we don't have a real person answering the office phone is inhospitable to me.

29

Nothing comes to mind

30

The biggest negative is that it sometimes gets very crowded at mass. You can't complain about that!
That's a wonderful problem to have!

31

the activity building

32

Lack of knowledge about what's going on. Most of that is my fault (letting my job get in the way).
I was a member of my last Parish for 18 years, a volunteer for over 10. I'm finding it very hard to
"start over".

33

Lack of communication, which gets in the way of community formation.

34

During Mass Sign of Peace everyone participates, but after church it seems everyone forgets.

35

Tough to change but as the church grows the infrastructure could be out grown....

36

Time goes by too fast with the functions. We have no control over "time".

37

I have no complaints.

38

The lack of ongoing Adult formation/bible study classes.

39

The parking

41

40

The every day hassle of keeping up with major/minor repairs to the buildings.

41

Accessability of Church building

42

The facilities are old. The staff is really busy.

43

The lack of space for parking and even for events, at times.

44

That the liturgical music seems to be more of a priority than spiritual growth.

45

We feel somewhat isolated. If there are welcome materials we didn't receive them. Previous
churches have had small care groups of 4-6 families who gather for meals and fellowship, etc. if
Sacred Heart has something similar we are not aware of it.

46

Parking is a little rough sometimes (especially during the winter time).

47

Sound system in church. Also, would like to see greater effort to integrate all cultural groups into one
parish (as opposed to separate Hispanic and Anglo Masses and activities)

48

Helping in a rather outdated Activity Building kitchen.

49

Parking

50

We need a new kitchen and dining area in the Activity Building.

51

The homilies.

52

Baptisms during mass. Wish the baptisms were before or after mass.

53

Honestly, the only thing that seems to be a frustration is the parking lot, but we understand that it
comes with the territory of being located downtown. We would never let anything like parking deter
us from choosing a parish.

54

I wish we had more opportunities for faith formation for adults. We need Bible Studies and other
educational offerings. On-going small groups that are interesting and educational. The materials
used in the past for the Small Groups during Lent were not good.
I also would like the Activity Building to be improved.

55

Noisy children and the parents who will not take them out during Mass.

56

How they handle their money and what that money is spent on

57

We have a lot of programs and activities at our parish, however, as a single, professional young
woman, I am not sure I have determined in my 5 years going here where I fit in outside of Mass (i.e.
social or volunteer involvement).

58

Parking

59

Nothing

60

Parking

61

Nothing I can think of

62

It can be very clicky...

63

That people at the different Masses don't really get to know one another unless they are on a
committee with them.

64

Parking
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65

We no longer feel welcome at Sacred Heart. We attend when we can but we are doing our best to
support ourselves and put 2 kids through school right now with 1 more to go; and financially helping
our married daughter as much as we can- so...we work multiple jobs and usually weekends and
holidays. When we are able to attend mass, we are treated as "surprise guests" who don't really
belong. It's not a great feeling.

66

N/A

67

That the tabernacle is hidden.

68

The music is too slow--needs to be lively and uplifting

69

This is probably an indication that I should be more involved, but I do what I can. In the past, I have
been part of many financial drives to name a room for Sister Agnes or to refurbish the kitchen.
Money is collected and it goes in the general fund to never be heard of again. It has left a sour taste
in my mouth. I took people for their word on this. If nothing else, I ensure that in the present and in
the future that for similar events, I watch over the funds more closely and ensure that the naming of
the "event" is more accurate.

70

The choir is too loud and the music is inconsistent. Makes me feel like we are rehearsing for a mew
version of the traditional music at Mass
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Other Comments
Any Other Comments Or Suggestions?

1

I've had a difficult year of searching. Disagreements with decisions made have caused me to look
elsewhere. Unfortunately, this allowed me to see that other churches have much to offer -sometimes much more than Sacred Heart. I struggle with the choice to go elsewhere -- Sacred Heart
is such a part of me. But for now others have so much more to offer.

2

We need more communication with other churches, particularly our downtown mainline
denomination. I recommend that we develop in our old school facility a Columbia Center for Hope,
Unity & Peace with sharing our Catholics history, beliefs, traditions & music in exchange though
various social and educational events with "food, fun & friendship" & discussion of our similarities
and differences.

3

[Pasted insert from bulletin on Saturday Breakfast Cafe]
Never Assume that everyone has email acess. We all wish the elderly and poor can participate in
any event Sacred Heart has to offer! Always list a phone number to contact.

4

The Catholic church needs to progress in their thinking. Tradition is good but young people are not
interested in becoming Catholic. Also divorce is common & ho[w] treat a divorce person by not
allowing them to remarry without jumping threw hoops
Drinking wine after each other is not safe!
Nothing for young adults teens.
Healthy coffee & druite, english muffins. Donuts are very unhealthy. Not sure what would be easy &
healthy.

5

Keep up the good work!

6

Keep up the good work!

7

Let's get back to whole parish events e.g. The spaghetti dinner, chili dinner, etc. and these should be
run by the whole parish as I think that draws the community together better than merely attending.

8

New direction is sorely needed.

9

With the influx of people now living close to Sacred Heart (see all of the downtown
condos/apartments) it makes sense to me to focus some resources (new) on reaching out to these
people. Increased use of modern communications (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) would help. Gearing
activities towards that target would also be beneficial.
Basically, increase the visibility of Sacred Heart in downtown Columbia. Promote the traditional
Catholic qualities of our Parish.

10

Father Frances is a breath of fresh air after Father Thomas and Father Herb. I see a much brighter
future for Sacred Heart. I think more people will become involved to help our parish prosper and
grow under his cheerful dispositon and leadership. We need some fresh thinking and positive
direction after a time of just trying to survive. We need to keep moving forward with open minds and
hearts to a more spirit-filled church community.

11

This survey is a great idea--thank you for the opportunity to share my opinions and ideas.

12

I think questions asking gender, age, income are insulting and shouldn't be asked or needed

13

I really like this parish a lot. The ministry staff are always friendly and welcoming. The parish seems
to have a lot of diversity, and that makes attending Mass more interesting for me.

14

A comment about filling out this survey. I hit the "no opinion" button often because the questions
referred to activities or areas of which I have no personal knowledge. Doesn't mean I'm not
interested.
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15

we still need to improve the speaker system in church, put two speakers in the back part of the
church.

16

I wonder if there is some way to provide a better relationship between the members who generally
attend the Spanish mass and the others who attend the other masses. It seems like we belong to
two different churches and that may be a loss for all of us.

17

I'll keep praying for the courage to be more assertive and do more "research".
Unrelated, I did not find this survey to be "user friendly." I know, paper was available B-)

18

I have participated in mission and visioning processes at the Newman Center and at my previous
employer. I would be happy to participate and assist in any way with Sacred Heart's process.
(JoAnn Shull, joanncshull@gmail.com, 314-882-7295).

19

Everyone should be treated as equals no matter how much you volunteer, how much you give, you
employment status etc.

20

I am out of town very often and cannot attend Mass here. Therefore, I don't think my answers to
these questions can be very helpful. Sad to say but I have not been a participating member of
Sacred Heart parish for several years. I hope to become a better member in the near further and
attend Mass more often as my life is tending to slow down.

21

A Sacred Heart Women's prayer group.

22

Blessings & Peace! Great job on the survey so far ;)

23

Just to encourage the Council to stay on its course of inclusion in the development of the parish in
this time of its history.

24

Do to a change In my schedule and added hours it has been difficult for me to participate in the
Steward process. That should be changing shortly and I will be able to participate in several
committees.

25
26

I'm just so happy to be a member of the Sacred Heart Parish.
I would like to see a group activity for Women such as Altar Society group or a Parish Women's
club.

27

Education building needs new windows, desperately. The windows do not shut properly and there's
much air transfer. Also, the windows are unable to open, so when the weather is decent, it can't be
opened. With so many activities and programs now using the building, it would be good to get the
windows replaced.

28

Your questions about demographics- mass time, family size etc... Really make it easy to determine
who has filled out a survey. Responses may not be all truthful since it may not be seen as
anonymous. Just something to keep in mind while going through responses.

29

Instead of tithing more to the church, I find myself giving donations directly to organizations that
benefit the poor. I do not feel that any money I give to the church is appropriately spent.

30

I would like to see more small faith group opportunities (I am not sure what there is now that Why
Catholic has ended and Dinner for 8 does not appeal to me). I would also like to see something
offered for young/professional adults (20s and 30s, single or married). However, the thing I would
most like to see at SH is more availability of Adoration. Finally, with one pastor it is probably not
feasible now, but I would also love to see the addition of an earlier Sunday Mass (7am?) so I don't
have to attend another parish to go to early Sunday Mass at times.
Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback!

31

Need to find more ways to integrate the various mass participants, especially the Anglo and
Hispanic.
Maybe food and music?
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32

Tear Down the old Administration Building
Put a small off stree parking lot off Locust with a new entrance to the activity building from the
South

33

No, I love this parish

34

More socializing opportunities- dinners, retreats with great speakers from outside Sacred Heart,

35

The music is too slow--needs to be lively and uplifting

36

This would fall in comments. I think the best thing the dioceses did for church was sending us Father
Francis. This is not a knock on the last few priest. However, with the Franciscans, they were not here
long enough to become part of the church community and to get to know us. I believe that many of
them had their views slanted by disgruntled folks and by the time they got to know people, it was
their time to move on. I think Father Francis has given us the continuity and leadership that we were
in dire need of. I know the 8:30 masses have been much fuller and I think that is a direct result of
Father Francis's efforts. I hope he gets to be here for many more years.

37

Let's have a parish picnic on the grounds as a fund-raiser like almost all mid-Missouri parishes do.
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Profile of Survey Respondents
What is your gender?
Answer Options
Male
Female

Response
Percent

Response
Count

34.1%
65.9%

44
85

answered question
skipped question

129
7

Are you married?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent

Response
Count

68.7%
31.3%

90
41

answered question
skipped question

131
5

Number of adults in your household.
Answer Options
1
2
3
4
5
More than 5
If more than 5, how may adults in your household?

Response
Percent

Response
Count

27.1%
60.9%
9.0%
2.3%
0.8%
0.0%

36
81
12
3
1
0
0

answered question
skipped question

133
3
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Number of children under the age of 18 in your household.
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

75.8%
10.9%
8.6%
3.1%
0.8%
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%

97
14
11
4
1
1
0
0
0

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
More than 6
If more than 6, how many children are in your household?

answered question
skipped question

128
8

What is your age?
Answer Options
Under 18
18 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 or older

Response
Percent

Response
Count

0.0%
0.8%
6.8%
9.8%
17.3%
27.1%
25.6%
12.8%

0
1
9
13
23
36
34
17

answered question
skipped question

133
3

Are you a full time college student?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent

Response
Count

2.3%
97.7%

3
129

answered question
skipped question

132
4
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Which language is spoken most often in your home?
Answer Options
English
Spanish
Other
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent

Response
Count

98.5%
1.5%
0.0%

132
2
0
2

answered question
skipped question

134
2

Do you consider yourself an immigrant from another country?
Answer Options
No
Yes
If yes, what country are you from?

Response
Percent

Response
Count

94.7%
5.3%

125
7
4

answered question
skipped question
Number

If yes, what
country are
you from?

Response Date
1
2
3
4

Dec 13, 2015 1:44 AM
Nov 3, 2015 4:58 PM
Oct 29, 2015 10:26 PM
Oct 20, 2015 4:21 PM

132
4

Categories

Malaysia
Brazil
belize
Mexico

How many years have you been attending Mass at Sacred Heart?
Answer Options
Less than 1 year
1 - 2 years
3 - 5 years
5 - 10 years
10 - 20 years
More than 20 years

Response
Percent

Response
Count

3.8%
5.3%
14.3%
13.5%
26.3%
36.8%

5
7
19
18
35
49

answered question
skipped question

133
3
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Which weekend Mass do you attend most often?
Answer Options
Saturday, 4:30 pm
Sunday, 8:30 am
Sunday, 11:00 am
Sunday, 1:00 pm

Response
Percent

Response
Count

27.3%
50.0%
21.2%
1.5%

36
66
28
2

answered question
skipped question

132
4

Do you attend any other Mass at least once per month? Check all that apply.
Answer Options
Saturday, 4:30 pm
Sunday, 8:30 am
Sunday, 11:00 am
Sunday, 1:00 pm

Response
Percent

Response
Count

45.6%
40.4%
31.6%
7.0%

26
23
18
4

answered question
skipped question

57
79
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